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APP ADVANTAGE
You can brighten the health halo around 
fitness trackers by doing more than simply 
checking your step count 10 times a day. 
After researching user trends for top wellness 
apps, we found the secrets to success. Copy 
these tricks for getting the most out of your 
downloads and you’ll see your stats skyrocket.

COMMIT NOW Finally claim those elusive  
8 hours of shut-eye or down 8 cups of water 
a day by making an in-app promise. Jawbone 
UP (Android and iOS, free) has a “Today I Will” 
feature that names a specific daily target and 
creates pop-up reminders. Those who use it to 
set a bedtime, for example, turn in an average 
of 23 minutes earlier than those who don’t.

MARK MEALS Writing down your food picks 
helps you weed out bad choices. Perhaps 
that’s why MyFitnessPal (Android and iOS, 
free) members who log meals via the “Recipe 
Tool” (which imports nutrition facts from 
online recipes) lose 40% more weight than 
those who don’t. On days that dishes aren’t 
recorded, users are six times more likely to 
exceed desired calorie counts. 

GET COMPETITIVE Many apps have monthly 
contests, with goals like charting 2.5 hours of 
exercise a week or cutting out sweets. Lose It! 
(Android and iOS, free; $40/year for premium 
service) offers hundreds of these challenges 
and found that those who sign up for one shed 
twice as many pounds as those who skip them. 

PEN PALS Virtual workout buddies can 
motivate you to move. In fact, Pacer (Android 
and iOS, free) users with multiple companions 
take 30% more steps per day and are 50%  
less likely to give up on goals compared to 
those without teammates. If your friends 
aren’t on an app, take a cue from MyFitnessPal 
consumers and post on community boards 
asking other users to connect.


